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Wynn Las Vegas
AmbAssAdor benefits

Complete this course and pass the final 
exam (opposite page 6) with a score of 
20 or higher to qualify for an array of 
valuable Ambassador benefits including:

v  two Continuing education Units from  
the travel institute for qualifying agents

v  Graduate diploma designating your 
Wynn Las Vegas Ambassador status

v  Automatic enrollment in the Wynn 
Las Vegas Ambassador booking 
rewards program. After your first 
qualified booking in this program, 
you will receive a special invitation 
to participate in the Wynn Las Vegas 
familiarization trip. this trip includes 
accommodations, show tickets and 
additional perks that are not available 
to non-qualified agents.

A Certified Travel Associate (CTA) or  
a Certified Travel Counselor (CTC) who 
completes this educational program earns 
Two Continuing Education Units (CEUs). 
CTAs and CTCs are required to obtain CEUs, 
as a condition of active membership in The 
Travel Institute (formerly ICTA). For more 
information visit www.thetravelinstitute.com.
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Imagine you’ve
created the

highest rated
casino resort
in the world.

What do you do 
for an encore?

dear travel Partners,

Wynn Resorts has created this comprehensive Ambassador Program exclusively for you. After all, travel agents 
are truly the ambassadors who represent us in the marketplace, making the all-important connections between your 
valued clients and our resorts, Wynn Las Vegas and encore. 

on these pages you’ll discover how Wynn resorts has redefined excellence through meticulous attention to the 
accommodations, cuisine, leisure activities and services offered at Wynn Las Vegas. encore, the new signature 
resort in the Wynn collection, will once again raise the bar when it opens in december 2008.

fresh flowers, beautiful gardens and sunlight are some of the timeless elements that touch our guests. everywhere 
they turn, they will happen upon different “neighborhoods,” some bursting with energy and excitement, others 
intimate and serene – all boasting the kind of exquisite quality guests of Wynn resorts expect and deserve. 

Pay close attention to the sections we’ve entitled “moments of discovery.” these are the details that create the 
emotional experiences that are unique to Wynn Las Vegas and bring us one step closer to becoming your home 
away from home. We hope it exceeds your expectations and those of your clients as well.

Warmest regards, 

steve Wynn 
Las Vegas Chairman and Ceo, Wynn resorts

extraordinary 
    f a c i l i t i e s
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Encore.

The new signature resort in
 the Wynn collection.

Premiering December 2008.

888-320-7117www.encorelasvegas.com www.wynnmeetings.com

ambassador rewards program 
we are pleased to announce the launch of the wynn las vegas 
ambassador rewards program
Active Wynn Ambassadors will receive an American express®-branded rewards card for qualified reservations

entered into the booking tracker for 1st quarter 2009.  Points on the rewards card can be used at over 100 popular

retailers across the country, including Wynn Las Vegas! the rewards card can be used toward a Wynn Las Vegas

vacation, home redecorating, clothing purchases and much more.

 

be sure to enter all of your room and show reservations through the booking tracker to get credit toward your

points. for more details, please visit: 

www.wynnambassador.com
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resort tower
Wynn’s “standard” room product features amenities that are anything but standard. in fact, the 2,063 resort tower 
rooms are so well appointed that guests often believe that they’ve received an upgrade. A case in point, the tower’s 
495 Panoramic rooms provide some of the hotel’s most remarkable city views.

tower suites 
the tower suites at Wynn Las Vegas is the only casino-resort in the world to receive the mobil five star, AAA five 
diamond and michelin five red Pavilions awards for 2008. this hotel-within-a-hotel features a separate entrance, 
morning newspaper delivery, use of two private swimming pools and other special amenities that enhance  
Wynn’s boutique-hotel feel. Upon arrival, guests are directed to a private check-in area and elegant living room. 

v tower suite rooms average 630 square feet

v executive suites average 930 square feet

v Parlor suites average 1,333 square feet (connecting rooms available)

v salon suites average 1,816 square feet (connecting rooms available; some suites have a private    

 massage room, others feature a conference table that seats 10)

fairway apartments
fairway Apartments are the resort’s top-tier accommodations. A serene counterpoint to the excitement of the hotel, 
these 36 lavish, one-bedroom (2,590 square feet) and two-bedroom (3,000 square feet) homes-away-from-home are 
nestled along the golf course with superior views. 

fairway Apartments enjoy all amenities found in salon suites, plus 700-thread-count linens, balconies with golf 
course views, infinity plunge pools for first-level Villas, his and her bath with rain shower and an ultra-deep whirlpool 
bathtub with chromatherapy lighting and a dedicated concierge.

“I designed the rooms and bathrooms    
according to my guests’ lifestyles.     
Because my guests are well-traveled,    
I made convenience, short walks and    
intimacy a priority. It is the loveliest     
room for the price in America.”

- Steve Wynn

moments of discovery
•	 Greeting	the	morning	sun	by	pressing	a	single		 	

bedside button that opens the drapes
•	 Forgetting	your	charger	at	home,	and	having	the	

concierge find the exact one to fit your cell phone
•	 The	realization	that	there	is	a	night	light	in	your			

guest room bathroom — that Wynn has truly   
thought of everything

rooms and suites 
the difference is in the detai ls
designed to be explored and discovered, Wynn Las Vegas excites the senses of each and every guest from the 
moment of arrival. Casual elegance defines the environment of guest rooms and suites, all equipped with advanced 
technologies and panoramic views of the Las Vegas cityscape. 

room amenities
each of Wynn Las Vegas’ 2,716 rooms and suites is impeccably appointed, more like a new York City pied-à-terre 
than a Las Vegas hotel room. While amenities differ by room, certain features can be found in every room and suite:

v marble entryway and wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling windows

v seating area with dining table and chairs

v Wynn dream beds featuring 100% egyptian cotton linens

v Automatic bedside drapery controls

v flat-screen LCd high-definition tV

v Cordless phone, fax, high-speed internet access, convenient desk space/workstation 
and a laptop-sized, in-room safe

v oversized bathroom with soaking tub, glass-enclosed shower, private toilet, his and her  
sinks, LCd tV, lighted vanity mirror, night lights, scale and hair dryer

v desert bambu™ bath amenities and oversized turkish towels

v signature Wynn bathrobe and slippers

v Gourmet mini-bar

v Custom reproductions of fine art

v in-room massage, manicure, pedicure and hair styling available

v twice-daily housekeeping service
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amenities 
 
come for work or play, stay to relax
At Wynn Las Vegas, the soaring mountain provides a one-of-a-kind backdrop for the resort, complete with a  
lavish spa, full-service salon, four inviting swimming pools, great shopping and nonstop gaming excitement.

the spa and the salon
the spa and the salon at Wynn Las Vegas are elegant yet approachable. the women’s spa is a study in peach and 
gold with 19th-century style; the men’s side features rich woods and leathers. relaxation rooms have flat-screen tVs 
and fireplaces, while a unisex Zen garden bursts with lush greenery and natural sunlight. the salon offers everything 
from simple haircuts to elaborate updos, plus manicures, pedicures and makeup application. for men, a full-service 
barber shop offers hot-lather shaves, manicures and more.

v 45 treatment rooms for massage and facials

v signature Good Luck ritual based on the elements  of feng shui

v World’s finest products, including Kérastase and naturopathica 

v fitness Center with a complement of equipment and expert staff

v Poolside spa cabana for massages, manicures and pedicures

v salon suites and fairway Apartments feature in-room massage tables

pools
Wynn Las Vegas boasts four beautiful pools artfully positioned amid manicured gardens. on the main level, there are 
two spacious pools, european-style bathing and the Cabana bar, with its cool concoctions and poolside blackjack (in 
season only). one level up, guests staying in south tower suites enjoy two quieter pools and food service from the 
restaurant tableau.

v Pools heated year-round

v 39 cabanas complete with flat-screen tVs, ceiling fans, beverage service and climate-controlled for  
visitors’ comfort

v Poolside spa cabana located on main level

“This	hotel	doesn’t	seek	to	be	a	theme.	It 
 seeks to be a pleasing environment with a 
 series of pleasing experiences that have a   
 contemporary, youthful, edgy feel to them.  
 We are trying to find our own voice, inspired  
 by one thing only: to enrich and enhance  
 the guest experience.”

 - Steve Wynn

casino 
 

moments of discovery
•	 Indulging	in	poolside	gaming	and	specialty	 

cocktails under sunny skies at the Cabana Bar
•	 Savoring	a	private,	customized	massage	in	 

the comfort of a sumptuous Salon Suite
•	Balancing	your	“chi”	with	Wynn’s	Feng	 

Shui-inspired	Good	Luck	Ritual

casino
the casino at Wynn Las Vegas is friendly and easy to navigate, with a gaming environment that promotes  
high-energy excitement. there is a game for each player, from penny slots to $5,000 machines and from $10 to 
$10,000 tables. the red card program is a single card which does triple duty as guest room key, hotel charge card 
and slot and table game club card.

v 1,960 coinless slots and140 table games

v A 27-table Poker room with a range of limits and tournaments

v race & sports book in a comfortable lounge setting

v High-limit baccarat room also offers blackjack and roulette

v five private gaming salons (expanding to eight this year) provide privacy along with butler service 
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retail& shopping

shopping
some hip, others classic, these are among the stylish shops which need no introduction to the  
Wynn Las Vegas guest.

v Alexander mcQueen v brioni v Jo malone

v san Giorgio shoes v Cartier v Louis Vuitton

v Vertu v CHAneL v manolo blahnik

v dior & dior Homme v oscar de la renta v Graff

v Penske-Wynn ferrari/maserati

wynn exclusives
these unique shopping experiences feature exclusive collections of designer apparel and other desirables.

v bags, belts & baubles: designer leather goods and other accessories

v black satin intimates: a collection of luxury intimate apparel and fragrance

v decorazzi: a fun, casual and whimsical collection of women’s handbags, jewelry and accessories

v mojitos: men’s, women’s and children’s resort wear

v outfit: a collection of fine American and european women’s apparel

v shoe in: contemporary designer shoes for women

v tiny baubles: everyday chic timepieces, gold, silver, semi-precious and diamond jewelry

v W.inK: deluxe writing instruments and eye wear

v Wynn & Co. Jewelry: exquisite designs from the world’s finest companies

v Wynn LVnV: favorite furnishings and accessories from Wynn Las Vegas

moments of discovery
•	Purchasing	the	same	sumptuous	linens	found	in	 

your	room	at	Wynn	LVNV	
•	Visiting	Wynn	Las	Vegas	during	Manolo	Blahnik’s	 

40 percent off sale
•	Exploring	untold	treasures	in	one	of	only	three	 

Oscar	de	la	Renta	boutiques	in	the	U.S.

“All good resort destination hotels have 
shopping for their guests, and what you offer  
in terms of the shops is directly related to the  
lifestyle of the guest you are seeking to attract. 
So	with	a	hotel	like	this,	you	go	for	CHANEL,	
Louis	Vuitton,	Manolo	Blahnik,	Cartier,	Rolex,	
Oscar	de	la	Renta.	It’s	all	about	our	guests	and	
what they like.”

- Steve Wynn

golf 
When steve Wynn asked famed golf course architect tom fazio what makes a great course, fazio explained that it’s 
all about the environment. Challenged by the stark environs of the nevada desert, Wynn created a beautifully lush  
environment with over 100,000 shrubs, 4,600 feet of streams and a majestic 37-foot waterfall nestling 18 holes in 
an unforgettable setting. the result is an expertly crafted 137-acre, par-70 golf course with a convenient Las Vegas 
boulevard address. the course is literally in the hotel’s backyard, eliminating the travel time necessary to play other 
top courses.
 
vi l la perfection
ideal for golfers longing to simply roll out of bed and hit the course, Wynn Las Vegas offers 36 fairway Apartments 
along the golf course, some with up-close views of the waterfall.

v Course caters to all playing levels

v 800,000 cubic yards of earth were moved to create elevation changes once considered impossible on the strip, 
and 1,200 mature trees were salvaged and relocated from the former desert inn Golf Course 

v tee times can be booked up to 90 days in advance

v traditional clubhouse setting features lounge, full-service locker rooms, practice facility, caddy service, 
professional assistance and Pro shop stocked with the latest golf apparel and equipment

v food and beverage service available on the course and in Chef rene Lenger’s the Country Club, A new  
American steakhouse 

moments of discovery
•	 The	magnificent	view	of	the	greens	and	waterfall	

from	a	Fairway	Apartment
•	 The	realization	that	your	caddy	is	a	personal	guide	

who can do much more than hand you your clubs
•	 Catching	a	glimpse	of	The	Strip	beyond	the	course	

and	remembering	you	are	in	Las	Vegas
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dining 
 
on-site chefs create memorable experiences
Unlike other Las Vegas hotels, each of Wynn’s award-winning chefs works at his respective restaurant — he chooses 
the cuts you will eat that night, controls the standard in the kitchen and walks the dining rooms to greet guests and 
solicit feedback on his creations. in short, the chefs cook your meals day after day, night after night — a simple fact 
that results in consistently good dining and an extraordinarily satisfying resort experience.

indoor/outdoor dining
Wynn Las Vegas’ characteristic love of nature is evident in all of its dining establishments. nearly all of the 
restaurants here offer an outdoor dining option. these beautiful settings set the stage for some of Wynn’s most 
memorable dining experiences.

finedining

alex
the delicate tastes of contemporary french cuisine are served to perfection by award-winning chef Alessandro 
stratta. Guests enjoy glamorous settings indoors and a view of a private garden. Alex is the recipient of  
the mobil five star, AAA five diamond awards and two coveted michelin stars. dinner only. Advance  
reservations recommended.

bartolotta r istorante di mare
Chef Paul bartolotta prepares exquisite italian seafood that is flown in daily to bartolotta ristorante di mare. 
romantic alfresco dining cabanas are nestled alongside a lovely reflecting pool. bartolotta was awarded the  
AAA four diamond rating for the second consecutive year. dinner nightly. 

daniel boulud brasserie
diners at the modern french brasserie by Chef boulud and executive Chef Wes Holton have a choice of indoor or 
outdoor seating and a front row seat for nightly entertainment on the Lake of dreams. A sociable bar lounge is the 
place for light bites and lively conversation. recipient of one michelin star. dinner nightly. 

okada
the Zen-like setting of this authentic Japanese restaurant is complemented by Chef masa ishizawa’s teppanyaki  
and robata cooking and the exquisite sushi. A highlight is the private pagoda table with its waterfall backdrop. 
okada was awarded the AAA four diamond rating for the second consecutive year. dinner nightly. 

stratta
Chef Alessandro stratta’s casual italian restaurant features a seasonally inspired blend of classic italian favorites and 
traditional regional specialties. Located across from the theaters, overlooking the casino floor. dinner nightly. 

sw steakhouse
Chef david Walzog has created the perfect, classic steakhouse menu. diners have a view of the Lake of dreams 
with its seductive nighttime shows. sW steakhouse was awarded the AAA four diamond rating for the second 
consecutive year. dinner nightly. outdoor patio dining available.

tableau
tableau offers impeccably prepared modern American cuisine at breakfast and lunch. At nightfall, tableau Lounge is 
the ideal spot for nouvelle cocktails, champagnes and stylish small bites. breakfast, lunch and dinner.

the country club -  a new american steakhouse
this hideaway at Wynn Las Vegas is a classic steakhouse in a country club setting. Chef rene Lenger’s simple, 
satisfying cuisine makes it a guest favorite, while deep plaids, rich leathers and a cozy fireplace lounge lend a clubby 
flair. outdoor dining offers views of the waterfall on the golf course. Lunch and dinner.

wing lei
the haute Chinese cuisine at Wing Lei is created by executive Chef richard Chen. Wing Lei is the first and only 
Chinese restaurant to receive the michelin one star rating, and was awarded the AAA four diamond rating for the 
second consecutive year. dinner nightly. 

casualdining

from stacked pastrami sandwiches, to burgers and homemade ice cream with a view, to an elegant buffet with 17 
live-action cooking exhibition stations, to the city’s best dim sum at red 8, Wynn Las Vegas boasts  a collection of 
casual eateries to tantalize even the most discerning palates. Plus, our incredible room service makes meals taken en 
suite as comfortable as those enjoyed at home (with a more interesting menu)!

moments of discovery

•	 Starting	your	day	with	a	quiet	breakfast	at	the 
round-the-clock	Terrace	Pointe	Café,	overlooking 
the pools and manicured gardens 

•	 Lingering	over	dessert	at	SW	Steakhouse	while 
viewing	the	show	on	the	Lake	of	Dreams

“The	only	thing	that	matters	is	who	is	cooking	
dinner. Who is the artistic person handling the  
heat, mixing the groceries and the seasonings?  
This	mandated	that	we	have	the	chefs	on	hand		
cooking	the	dinner	for	the	guests.	Not	having		
the chef’s name on the menu, but having him  
cooking	it.	My	friends	always	ask	me,	‘Which		
is	the	best	restaurant	in	the	hotel?’	For	the	first		
time	in	30	years,	I	can’t	answer	that	question.”

- Steve Wynn
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wynn entertainment takes many forms
Whether the purpose of the visit is business or pleasure, Wynn Las Vegas has a multitude of entertainment options, 
activities and amenities to transport guests worlds away from their everyday. 

shows
le rêve
When it comes to entertainment, the spectacle and drama of Le rêve is not to be missed. Created by dragone and 
presented exclusively at Wynn Las Vegas, the aquatic live production offers breathtaking performances featuring 
aerial acrobatics, provocative choreography and artistic athleticism in an intimate theater in-the-round. Live music 
and elaborate special effects immerse the audience into a world of fantasy, adventure and intrigue.

lake of dreams
it is not an illusion. At Wynn Las Vegas, the Lake of dreams is home to a series of nightly dream sequences that 
mesmerize onlookers. four thousand color-changing lights, cascading waterfalls and the backdrop of a majestic  
140-foot mountain set the stage for these sensory happenings. the alchemy of light, water, horticulture, architecture, 
music and imagery creates a multimedia experience unlike anything ever staged on the strip.

entertainment  

moments of discovery

•	Descending	the	curved	escalator	to	Parasol	Down 
and	the	Lake	of	Dreams	

•	Sitting	at	the	base	of	Tryst’s	90-foot	waterfall 
and	realizing	you’re	just	100	feet	from 
The	Strip.

nightlife
tryst
nightlife at Wynn Las Vegas offers an opportunity to see and be seen inside the chic 12,000-square-foot nightclub, 
tryst. A name evocative of an intimate rendezvous spot for lovers, guests will find a main room with open air and a 
sizable dance floor extending into a breathtaking 90-foot waterfall that cascades into a secluded lagoon.

blush
for a slightly more intimate outing, guests are invited to discover the boutique nightclub blush and experience the 
energetic club throughout the course of an evening.

parasol up & parasol down
An elegant collection of upside-down parasols mark the location of the hotel’s two lobby bars. Parasol Up is a high-
energy spot for cocktails and people watching, while the indoor/outdoor Parasol down offers one-of-a-kind views of 
the Lake of dreams.  

the f ights
Wynn Las Vegas frequently hosts special events such as title boxing matches, which are the definition of  
excitement. At these times, Wynn ensures preferred seating to its hotel guests. 

“The	audience	experiences	everything	at	our		
	 spectacular	show,	Le	Rêve.	So	nobody		 	
 – even with 2,000 people – is more than 42  
	 feet	from	the	action.	The	audience	is	in	the		
 show as opposed to looking at it.”

 - Steve Wynn
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meetings and conventions 
the services and facilities of Wynn Las Vegas were designed to meet and surpass the needs and expectations 
of professional meeting planners worldwide. by bringing together highly experienced staff, placing a special  
emphasis on comfort and incorporating the most sophisticated technical capabilities, Wynn Las Vegas has created 
the industry’s leading meeting facility.

the Wynn touch is felt throughout its 200,000 square feet of convention space. each room brings the outdoors in, 
with dramatic floor-to-ceiling windows and a terrace overlooking either the pool and gardens or the golf course.

When the workday is done, Wynn Las Vegas guests have convenient access to sumptuous fare from some of the 
world’s most celebrated chefs, challenging play on the strip’s only resort golf course, personalized spa treatments at 
the spa and varied nightlife sure to exhilarate. 

v two opulent ballrooms ranging in size from 25,000-50,000 square feet, plus 18 meeting rooms and two  
beautifully appointed boardrooms  

v High-tech support includes high-speed wireless internet access, audio-visual capabilities and two technically 
supported stages  

v full-service business center provides equipment rentals and supplies, and staff can assist with the temporary  
personnel hiring  

v meeting concierge and dedicated service and catering managers 

v Complimentary transportation to the Las Vegas Convention Center on the private Wynn shuttle  

moments of discovery
•	 A	sunset	reception	by	the	pool,	complete	with	 

fresh flowers and service on Bernardaud china
•	 Stepping	out	on	the	patio	during	a	mid-meeting	

break and taking in the view of the golf course  
and 37-foot waterfall

•	 Savoring	a	sumptuous	banquet	prepared	by	award-
winning Chef James Benson

weddings 
 not content to deliver the “typical” Las Vegas nuptials, Wynn offers a true destination wedding experience, with 
impeccable service and attention to detail.

A Wynn Las Vegas bride is assigned to a dedicated wedding consultant at the start of the planning process. this 
highly trained individual will be the bride’s single point of contact until and throughout the big day. in addition   
to helping arrange flowers, video, photography and other details, Wynn wedding consultants can book spa days, 
make dinner reservations, procure show tickets and, in short, coordinate all facets of a Wynn wedding experience.

v Wynn Las Vegas offers two wedding salons with warm, elegant decor (seating 120 and 65 guests, respectively) and 
an outdoor courtyard with two fountains and a canopy of trees (seats 100 or 70 for a reception).   

v Weddings can be as basic or elaborate as the couple desires, and customized to meet a range of price points. 
Commissionable packages are also available.   

v only one wedding is scheduled at a time, so each bride feels truly special.  

v master floral designer Paige dixon creates magical arrangements for Wynn couples.

v High-definition video cameras discreetly hidden in salons capture every moment of the ceremony. Photos are 
available online the day after the wedding or you may view in a private meeting with a photography associate. 

v receptions can be held in private rooms throughout Wynn Las Vegas restaurants, or in the hotel’s 200,000 square 
feet of flexible, indoor/outdoor convention space. 

moments of discovery

•	 The	serene	Primrose	Court	at	night,	arranged	for	an	
incomparable ceremony under the stars

•	 A	bride-to-be’s	first	look	at	the	sweeping	grand 
staircase in Alex, the site of her upcoming reception

•	When	a	bride	realizes	that	a	single	wedding		 	
consultant will coordinate her wedding, and she 
won’t be passed from planner to planner

“What makes a tourist into a guest is the 
experience that a person has in the building 
that	makes	them	say,	‘Oh	boy,	next	time	we	
ought	to	stay	here,’	or,	‘Let’s	stay	here	and	have	
dinner.	Let’s	see	the	show.	I	like	it	here.	There’s	
something about this place that suits me.’”

-Steve Wynn
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12/08

GDS codes 
sabre: UZ 3666       apollo: UZ 20616 
amadeus: UZ LAS919  worldspan: UZ 6919

Wynn Las Vegas is the only casino  
resort in the world to have both the  
Mobil Five Star and AAA Five Diamond rating

3131 las vegas boulevard south
las vegas, nevada 89109 
toll free 888.320.7117  
phone 702.770.7800

FOR RESERVATIONS
toll free: 888.320 WYNN     
phone: 702.770.7100
facsimile 702.770.1578
roomreservations@wynnlasvegas.com
wynnlasvegas.com   


